Vintage Polka Dot
Invitation with Ribbon Tie
Facebook 20/06/13

You wil l need:











Enfolio large square creased card (your
chosen board stock code will end in CC-15)
137 mm Large Square Pocketfold card mount
for the front of the invitation (your chosen
board stock code will end in E-34)
141mm cardstock for your invitation mounted
within the card (your chosen board stock
code will end in C-3)
Polka Dot Flock (ivory) code P45-46
Ribbon we chose Berisfords 10mm satin (RIB31)
‘May Arts’ Vintage Lace Ribbon Trim (TR09-1)
’Pure’ Embellishment (DEP-141)
Glues - Gem-Tac & ATG or Double sided tape and
Super Glue Gel

1. Print your invitation text onto the 141mm cardstock and mount on the
right hand side of the inside of your card using ATG tape or double-sided tape.
2. Cut a square (approx 132mm x 132mm.) from your polka dot f lock and, using ATG tape
or double-sided tape centre it on top of the 137mm x 137mm cardmount, press down to stick.
3. Cut a length of lace (approx. 16cm) and position horizontally, about 3cm down from the
top of the cardmount; trap it and glue it around the edge so the ends of the lace are hidden)
4. Stick your cardmount onto the front of the creased card making sure you centre it nicely
5. Cut a 60cm length (approx.) of the satin ribbon and attach at just one point using super
glue gel (see the illustration below) so there is the same length of ribbon on the right hand
Glue ribbon to card here (on top of lace)
for tying into a bow.
6. Using a 17cm, 2cm wide strip of the f lock paper create a
loop and secure, then wrap a loop of the ribbon around it and Front of invitation
glue. To ‘pinch’ the bow and create the middle wrap a 3.5cm
length of the f lock strip vertically round the centre of the f lattened loop and glue in place
7. Glue ‘bow’ centrally on top of the ribbon and stick on your
embellishment using Gem-tac. (the ‘Pure’ embellishment is
great as it’s like a huge polka dot!)
8. Tie ribbon ends into a bow and trim ribbon ends to points.
9. Relax, safe in the knowledge you’ve created
something wonderful to send your guests :)
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Ta-Dah!

